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Abstract

Parallel decomposition is a method of finding constructive proofs of winning strategies which
has been previously applied to the game of Hex. I use parallel decomposition to analyze opening
moves in the game of Y, solving all opening moves in base-7 Y, and three equivalent opening
moves in base-8 Y. Proofs using parallel decomposition not only formally prove the existence of
a winning strategy, but construct the strategy itself, demonstrating both the result of perfect play,
and how perfect play can be achieved.

1 Introduction

Y is a two player connection game played on a triangular board tiled with initially empty hexagonal
cells. The number of cells per side can be any positive integer; a board with n cells per side is a base-n
Y board. The two players, black and white, take turns placing stones of their respective colour in empty
cells, with black placing the first stone. A “connectedness” relationship is defined recursively on cells
containing stones; two cells containing like-coloured stones are connected if they are adjacent, or if one
is connected to a stone connected to the other. A maximal set of pairwise connected cells is called a
connected component; the first player to have a connected component that touches all three sides of the
board wins. A base-7 Y board in which black has won is shown in figure 1.

Figure 1: A base-7 Y board; black has won.

This work analyzes opening moves for base-7 and base-8 Y. Analyzing an opening move consists of
determining which player has a winning strategy if black makes its first move in that cell; in other words,
determining which player will win if both play optimally following a given opening move by black. If,
after a given opening move, black can force a win no matter what moves white makes, (i.e. if black then
has a second-player winning strategy), that cell is said to be a winning opening. Otherwise, white has a



first-player winning strategy, and can force a win no matter what other moves black makes; in this case,
the cell is said to be a losing opening.

I analyze all opening moves in base-7 Y, and three opening moves (equivalent under symmetry) in
base-8 Y. For each opening analyzed, I state the win/loss status of the cell, and prove my claim by
outlining the strategy to be used by the player to win, through the method of parallel decomposition.

2 Parallel Decomposition

Parallel decomposition is a method of finding proofs, which has been previously applied to the game of
Hex (Yang et al., 2001; Yang et al., 2003). It is derived from the idea of dividing a goal into independent
subgoals, such that strategies for achieving each subgoal form a strategy for achieving the goal itself.
Yang et al. (2003) suggest the study of Markov Decision Processes (MDPs) as a theoretical foundation
for this method of problem solving, and cite a potentially exponential speedup as a motivation for its
development (Boutilier, 1999).

The state of any Y position is defined entirely by the states of the cells on the board. Hence, any sub-
goal can be said to depend on a set of cells, called its local pattern. A proof by parallel decomposition
consists of defining a set of subgoals, and explicitly stating their local patterns, such that two require-
ments are satisfied: local patterns must be pairwise disjoint, and achieving all subgoals must result in
achieving the goal. The former implies that the opponent cannot play in more than one local pattern per
turn; combined with the latter, it holds that if the player has a second player winning strategy on each
local pattern, then they can apply the next step in the strategy of whichever local pattern their opponent
plays in, eventually achieving all subgoals, and therefore winning the game. (If the opponent does not
play in any local pattern, a move can be chosen arbitrarily.) Hence, parallel decomposition can be used to
construct a second-player winning strategy for a particular position (assuming that the strategy for each
local pattern is either given, or obvious).

Figure 2: An example of the parallel decomposition method, here used to prove a second-player winning
strategy for black.

An example of a proof by parallel decomposition is shown in figure 2. In this example, black has three
subgoals:

• Connect the left connected component to the top.

• Connect the right connected component to the right.

• Connect the two connected components.

The local patterns for these subgoals are denoted by the symbols �, +, and 4, respectively. It is clear
that both requirements – independence of the subgoals, and completeness of the decomposition – are
satisfied. The second player winning strategy for black on each local pattern is similarly obvious. Hence,
this proof by parallel decomposition constructs a second player winning strategy for black.



3 General Method of Proof

The following general procedure is used to find proofs for opening positions in this work:

1. Conjecture the win/loss status of the opening.

2. If the opening is conjectured to be a losing opening, choose a response by white. The opponent of
the player to win is now the player to move next.

3. Consider all possible responses by the opponent of the player to win; each such response constitutes
a case.

4. For each case:

4.1. Choose a response by the player to win

4.2. Find a parallel decomposition OR break the case down further, by considering each possi-
ble response by the opponent a subcase, and treating each subcase as per step 4.

4.3. Prove that the player to win has a second player winning strategy on each local pattern.

If a winning strategy can be constructed for any move the opponent might make, the player has a
winning strategy, which simply consists of following the strategy for whichever move the opponent
makes.

Step 4.2 allows two ways of solving a case: directly, by creating a parallel decomposition, or indirectly,
by making a move, and considering each next move by the opponent as a subcase. Just as proving all
cases proves an opening, proving all subcases proves a case. Further decomposition into subsubcases,
and so on, are possible; since the number of empty cells decreases with each descent into another layer
of subcases, a winning strategy will eventually be found, if one exists.

In addition, to reduce the length and repetitiveness of the proof, I often prove many cases at once by
assuming that the opponent plays in several cells simultaneously. The logic is that if a winning strategy
exists in which the opponent controls the cells corresponding to several cases, it certainly has the same
winning strategy when the opponent controls only one of them. For each opening, I provide a “case
breakdown” diagram, showing for each cell the case which covers a move by the opponent in that cell.
Finally, the symmetry properties of the Y board can sometimes be used to reduce the number of cases,
since the win/loss status of a position is not affected by reflection or rotation of the board.

For brevity, step 4.3 is often omitted for local patterns which are easily analyzed; several virtual
connection and semi-connection patterns occur frequently throughout the proofs in this work. Local
patterns where the second player win is not obvious are proven either by applying parallel decomposition
to the pattern, or using must-play analysis within the local pattern, wherein the opponent is assumed
to play in the intersection of the semi-connections which allow the player to win to achieve the local
subgoal.

Proofs using this method can be considered constructive, in the sense that they do not merely show the
existence of a winning strategy for one player, but also provide substantial information about what that
strategy is, namely, for each move by the opponent, a response is suggested, with parallel decomposition
showing the cells needed to accomplish each of a set of subgoals which, if achieved, will result in a win.

4 Results

The results proven in this report are shown if figure 3.
All opening moves in base-7 Y are analyzed, with seven openings shown to be wins, and the remaining

openings proven to be losses. This has interesting consequences when base-7 Y is played with the “swap
rule”, wherein the white player can choose, after black makes the first move, to swap colours, and become
the black player, with the first move left in place. Providing a strategy for all possible openings gives
the second player a winning strategy when this rule is in effect, as they can choose to assume the role of
whichever player has a winning strategy after the first move is made.



In base-8 Y, one opening is analyzed, which, using the symmetry of the Y board, shows that the three
center-most cells are winning openings. This proof gives a strategy for a first player win, assuming that
the “swap rule”, described above, is not in effect.

Figure 3: Results proven in this report. “W” denotes a winning opening, “L” denotes a losing opening.

5 Base-7 Y

I first claim that the symmetry properties of the Base-7 Y board allows all opening moves to be analyzed
through the analysis of only seven cells: (7,1), (6,1), (5,1), (5,2), (4,1), (4,2), and (3,4) (where (x, y)
denotes the yth cell from the left in the xth row from the top). For convenience, I refer to these cells as
openings A, B, C, D, E, F, and G respectively. This claim can be proven easily by applying the three
reflective symmetries of the Y board, as shown in figure 4. With this established, the task of solving all
opening moves reduces to solving openings A through G.

As illustrated in figure 3, I claim that openings G and F are the only winning openings in base-7 Y.
Sections 5.1 through 5.6 give proofs of these claims, following the method of proof outlined in section
3.



Figure 4: Using reflective symmetry, all opening moves are equivalent to exactly one of openings A, B,
C, D, E, F, or G.



5.1 Openings G and A
Suppose black opens by playing at (3,3); I now use parallel decomposition to prove that black has a
(second player) winning strategy.

Under symmetry, white has six non-isomorphic responses; each such response constitutes a case, in
which it must be shown that black has a winning strategy. A single parallel decomposition can be used
to show a winning strategy for all six responses, allowing opening G to be handled in a single case. See
figures 5 and 6.

Note that black’s strategy never uses any of the corner cells, which constitute opening A. From this,
we can easily see that opening A is a losing opening; if black opens in (1,1), (1,7), or (7,1), white can
ignore the move, respond at (3,3), and use the strategy given above. Hence, in proving that opening G is
a win, I have also proven that opening A is a loss.

Figure 5: Case breakdown for opening G. Case G1 is shown in figure 6.

Figure 6: Parallel decomposition for case G1. Local pattern marked with � connects (3,3) to (2,5), and
(2,5) to the top and right sides. Local pattern marked with4 connects (3,3) to the left side.



5.2 Opening B
Opening B is solved through 7 cases. I claim that this opening is a loss for black; white has a winning
strategy beginning with playing in the center, cell (3,3). All possible responses by black are covered in
figures 8-10.

Figure 7: Case breakdown for opening B.

Figure 8: Response and decomposition for cases B1 and B2. The cases are very similar; in both cases, a
center/corner ring, marked with �s connects the center to two of the sides; the local pattern marked with
4s connects the center to the remaining side.



Figure 9: Response and decomposition for cases B3, B4, and B5. Local patterns marked by �s connect
white to the left. Local patterns marked by 4s connect white to the top. Local patterns marked by
+s connect white to the right. Where necessary, Local patterns marked by × connect white’s first two
moves.

Figure 10: Response and decomposition for cases B6 and B7. Local patterns marked by �s connect
white to the right. Local patterns marked by 4s connect white to the left. Local patterns marked by +s
connect white to the top.



5.3 Opening C
Opening C has the longest proof, with the largest total number of cases and subcases, out of any opening
analyzed in this report, with a total of eleven cases, five of which are further divided into subcases, and
one subcase required further division into four subsubcases. Figure 11 shows the case breakdown, and
figures 12 through 21 show the proofs for all cases.

Figure 11: Case breakdown for opening C.

Figure 12: Response and decomposition for cases C1 through C6. Local patterns marked by �s connect
white to the right. Local patterns marked by 4s connect white to the top. Local patterns marked by ×s
connect white to the left. Where necessary, local patterns marked by +s connect white’s first two moves.
Note that the local pattern marked by �s in case C1 is resilient to white pieces at any of (2,4), (2,5),
(2,6), (4,4), (4,2), (5,2), and (6,2).



Figure 13: Case C7, and its five sub-cases. In all cases, the local pattern marked by �s connect white to
the left. Local patterns marked by 4s connect white to the top. Local patterns marked by +s connect
white to the right. Where necessary, local patterns marked by ×s connect white’s first three moves.

Figure 14: Case C8, and subcases (a) and (b).

Figure 15: Case C8 subcases (c) and (d). In all cases, the local pattern marked by �s connect white to
the top. Local patterns marked by ×s connect white to the right. Local patterns marked by +s connect
white to the left. Where necessary, local patterns marked by4s connect white’s first three moves.



Figure 16: Case C9, with subcases (a) through (d). In subcase (a) the local pattern marked by �s connect
white to the top (and is resilient to a black move at (1,2), (2,2), (3,2), (1,4), (1,6), (2,5), (3,4)), the local
patterns marked by ×s connect white to the right, and the local patterns marked by +s connect white to
the left. In subcases (b) and (c), �s indicate center/corner rings, while local patterns marked with +s
connect the center to the remaining side. In subcase (d), the local pattern marked by �s connect white to
the top, the local patterns marked by ×s connect white to the left, and the local patterns marked by +s
connect white to the right.

Figure 17: Case C10 is solved through six subcases, (a) through (f), which are proven in figure 18.



Figure 18: Case C10, sub cases (a) through (f).

Figure 19: Case C11 is solved through five subcases, (a) through (e), which are proven in figures 20 and
21. Subcase (a) is solved through four subsubcases.



Figure 20: Case C11, subcase (a), with its four subsubcases.

Figure 21: Case C11, subcases (b), (c), (d), and (e).



5.4 Opening D
Opening D is also a losing opening. Once again, white can respond to an initial move at D by playing
in the center, and can go on to win the game, regardless of what black does. Opening D results in
some of the most difficult cases to analyze using parallel decomposition; several of the cases do not lend
themselves to an obvious parallel decomposition, and require several layers of subcases. These cases are
more easily analyzed through must-play and semi-connection analysis.

The case breakdown for opening D is shown in figure 22. Each case is proven using parallel decom-
position in figures 23 through 27.

Figure 22: Case breakdown for opening D.

Figure 23: Cases D1 and D2.

Figure 24: Cases D3, and subcases (a), (b), and (c).



Figure 25: Cases D3 subcase (d), with subsubcases (i) through (iv).

Figure 26: Case D4, and its 7 subcases. Local patterns marked by �s connect white to the top. Local
patterns marked by4s connect white to the left. Local patterns marked by×s connect white to the right.
Where necessary, Local patterns marked by +s connect white’s cells.

Figure 27: Cases D5, D6, and D7.



5.5 Opening E
As with openings B, C, and D, white can respond to opening E in the center cell as the first move in a
winning strategy. This results in a position which is symmetric with respect to the axis from the right
corner to the center of the left side; all cells below this axis are equivalent to one cell above it, greatly
reducing the number of cases needed.

Opening E is solved through four cases, one of which is further broken down into five subcases. The
case breakdown can be seen in figure 28, and proofs for each case are given in figures 29 through 31.

Figure 28: Case breakdown for opening E. Shaded cells are covered by reflectional symmetry.

Figure 29: Response and decomposition for cases E1, E2, and E3. The cases are very similar; in both
cases, a center/corner ring, marked with �s connects the center to two of the sides; the local pattern
marked with4s connects the center to the remaining side.



Figure 30: Case E4 is broken into five subcases.

Figure 31: Response and decomposition for case E4, subcases (a) through (d).



5.6 Opening F
The final opening on the base-7 Y board, up to symmetry, consists of the six cells around the center. To
simplify analysis of this case, I use the results of the prior openings, and the monotonicity of Y (a player’s
winning strategy is not disrupted by the addition of a like-coloured stone) to construct a simple “strategy
stealing” proof that only cells labeled as F or G can be winning responses for white. Since openings B,
C, D, and E are all known to be first player losses, they are also second player losses: if white responds in
any of these cells, black can assume the role of the second player in the corresponding strategy outlined
above. Hence, the only moves that could possibly lead to a win for white are the other “F” cells, and the
center (“G”) cell. Therefore, the case breakdown need consider only these six responses; see figure 32
for the case breakdown, and figures 33 and 34 for the corresponding proofs.

Figure 32: Case breakdown for opening F. In Case F1 is handled by four subcases, F1a through F1d,
which are analyzed in figure 33; shaded cells are covered by reflectional symmetry.

Figure 33: Response and decomposition for subcases of case F1. Local patterns marked by �s connect
white to the top. Local patterns marked by 4s connect white to the left. Local patterns marked by +s
connect white to the right.



Figure 34: Response and decomposition for cases F2, F3, and F4. Local patterns marked by �s connect
white to the top. Local patterns marked by 4s connect white to the right. Local patterns marked by +s
connect white to the left. Where necessary, Local patterns marked by × connect black’s first two moves.



6 Base-8 Y

While it was proven by John Nash in the 1940s that a first player winning strategy must exist for any
size Y board (Yang et al., 2003), this proof was not constructive; it does provide any information about
what the winning strategy is. My intent now is to use the method of parallel decomposition to construct
a winning strategy for base-8 Y.

Black’s first move is in one of the center-most cells, all of which are equivalent under symmetry; I
arbitrarily choose (4,3). As in base-7 Y, I group the possible responses by white into cases, and show
a winning strategy for black in each case, proving that black has a winning strategy beginning with the
opening move (4,3).

Figure 35 shows the case breakdown for this opening. I then proceed, in figures 36 through 41, to
prove that black has a winning strategy in each case, i.e. no matter where white moves next. This proves
that black has a winning strategy from this position. In figures 42 through 44, I further analyze three
local patterns which appear in some of these cases, proving that black has a second-player strategy to
achieve the corresponding subgoal.

Figure 35: Case breakdown for opening (4,3) on the base-8 board. Shaded cells are covered by reflec-
tional symmetry.

Figure 36: Case A. The local pattern marked with +s connects black’s first two pieces. The local pattern
marked with4s connects black to the left. The local pattern marked with �s connects black to the top.
The local pattern marked with ×s connects black to the right.



Figure 37: Cases B1, B2, and B3, three very similar cases, wherein the local pattern marked with 4s
connects black to the left, and the local pattern marked with �s connects black to the top and right; the
latter is denoted “Local Pattern 1”, and is further discussed in figure 42.

Figure 38: Case C. The local pattern marked with �s connects black to the top, the local pattern marked
with4s connects black to the left, and the local pattern marked with ×s connects black to the right. The
former is denoted “Local Pattern 2”, and is further analyzed in figure 43. .

Figure 39: Case D. The local pattern marked with +s connects black to the left. The local pattern
marked with4s connects black to the top. The local pattern marked with �s connects black to the right.
A must-play analysis, based on semi-connections, is given on the right.



Figure 40: Case E. A center/corner ring, marked with �s connects black to the left and right sides.
The local pattern marked with +s connects black to the top. The figure on the right highlights two
semi-connections within the local pattern connecting black to the top.

Figure 41: Case F. The local pattern marked with +s connects black to the top and right, and the local
pattern marked with4s connects black to the left. The former is denoted “Local Pattern 3”, and is further
discussed in figure 44.



6.1 Further Analysis of Local Patterns

Figure 42: Further analysis of Local Pattern 1, as seen in Cases B1, B2, and B3.

Figure 43: Further analysis of Local Pattern 2, as seen in case C.



Figure 44: Further analysis of Local Pattern 3, as seen in case F.
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